INTRODUCTION

The main aim of the article is to examine the legal aspects of the structures which support the operations of e-governments and the extent of their adaptability to the circumstances of Pacific island countries. The article does not therefore intend to discuss the theories of governance or the ongoing debates on the pros and cons of good or effective governance in the region because they are outside the scope of this article.

The initiatives for regional cooperation and integration as envisaged in the Pacific Plan, particularly on the implementation of a regional digital strategy for enhancing information and communication technology will have direct bearing on the future development of e-government structures in the region.

Furthermore, the wider strategic objective within the Plan of improving transparency in the governance, management and use of national and regional resources resonates with the idea of e-government acting as a facilitative tool to achieving that objective.

It is against this general setting that Part II discusses the general features of the legal regime supporting information and communication technology in some selected countries in the South Pacific. Part III examines the legal mechanics of Internet technology and how the architecture of the Internet may impact on electronic government structures. Part IV looks at the definition of e-government in relation to the some underlying theoretical issues. Part V examines the types of e-government structures.

Part VI discusses the cost and benefit of e-government and Part VII concludes the article.

LEGAL REGIME OF ICT[1] The state of laws governing ICT in the region is as varied as the countries themselves. It is therefore impossible to provide one standard framework which appropriately reflects the circumstances of all island countries. However, a selection of the countries will give an indication of the current state of affairs and what may be needed in the future, especially in relation to the development and
operation of e-government structures.
To begin with and by way of example, in all countries of the region, public procurement
(which an important government activity) is still carried out through conventional
contractual arrangements. At the moment no electronic version is contemplated except
possibly in Vanuatu. To provide a fairly representative regional view of the prevailing
situation, this segment will focus on Kiribati, Vanuatu, Tonga, Samoa and Fiji.[2]

A. Kiribati

There is at present no national ICT policy in operation. In the area of intellectual property
there is the Copyright Ordinance[3] but this offers no recognisable protection for
computer software or programs. The situation in Kiribati manifests an extreme case
scenario in the South Pacific, possibly drawing countries like Tuvalu and Palau into its
fold.

B. Tonga

The Kingdom has published a Communications Policy Statement in 2000. It has also
embarked on policy revisions in the area of ICT with a view to possibly including online
economic activities. Other matters still under consideration include the civil service IT
strategic plan, legislation on electronic signatures and authentication of network users' identities and international cooperation on security on cyberspace issues.
It is also worthy of note that a new Communications Act was passed in 2000 and
substantial amendments were made to the previous legislation covering radio, telegraph
and broadcasting to take into account the use of digital broadcasting technology. Tonga
has a national ICT consultative committee and the Tongan Telecommunications
Corporation oversees the management of the country's DOMSAT.

C. Fiji

There is at present no comprehensive national ICT Policy. However, departmental level
initiatives support a number of government information portals. There is a properly
equipped and functional government ICT centre that services the IT needs of the
government. The Southern Cross fibre-optics communications cable linking Fiji with the
United States of America, Australia and New Zealand has been completed, allowing for
high-speed data exchange and digital communications between these countries. The
cabinet had in 2001 also discussed a paper on e-governance. There is a copyright law[4] in
existence and e-commerce and ICT-related laws are to be passed in the not distant future.

D. Samoa

There is no specific national ICT policy at present. However, through a number of
initiatives, the government is able to support limited government information portals. An
ICT steering committee was formed in 2002. A number of associated laws have been
amended.[5]
It is worth mentioning that Samoa in 1997 amended its *Communications Act* to encourage the operation and development of Internet services in the country by transferring to the Post Office, the property held by the defunct Pacific Internet Services Limited.\(^6\) Aside from this, there is nothing at present even in policy formulations to indicate a move in the direction of evolving a coherent national ICT policy.

**E. Vanuatu**

There is at present no integrated national ICT policy, but existing initiatives are adequate to support limited government portals (mainly for financial and commercial information). Importantly however, Vanuatu has passed two laws dealing with electronic commerce. These are the *Electronic Transactions Act 2000* and the *E-Business Act 2000*. The *Electronic Transactions Act* is aimed at regulating the increasing pace of electronic transactions, which are in vogue today.\(^7\) This is primarily due to the emerging trends in the use of IT in the conduct of business dealings arising from the status of Vanuatu as an offshore centre. The law deals with the legal requirements of electronic records; communication of electronic records; electronic signatures; encryption and data protection; and intermediaries and e-commerce service providers. These emerging aspects of e-commerce are now regulated in Vanuatu.

The *E-Business Act* is aimed at complementing, in a general sense, the conduct of electronic business transactions. However, the scope of the law is limited to electronic businesses carried out by international companies.\(^8\) It is not of general assistance to all types of online contracts or transactions. The law covers cyber-suite contracts; electronic business contracts; cyber-suites and e-business accounts.

As earlier pointed out, the laws in Vanuatu are not part of a national IT or e-commerce policy strategy of the government. There is some progress. However, the current initiative is limited to private sector needs, which in any case have also been confined to the banking, Internet gambling and casino sectors of the economy.\(^9\) At least for now, there is no public sector support towards ensuring that a technological foundation emerges to complement the laws in this area. But the extent to which Vanuatu has recognised the need to pass these laws and is preparing to be integrated in the global information revolution, even if progressively indicates that the country is looking forward to developing the necessary integrated national infrastructure for e-commerce.

Given this scenario, it is clear that island countries still have a lot to do in terms of policy initiatives and investments if they are to establish the necessary infrastructure for the conduct of e-commerce and the conduct of e-government. Except for Vanuatu, where the legal framework has been established, Samoa, Fiji, Tonga, Kiribati and the others need very specific laws to deal with the various aspects of this new phenomenon. The advantages of e-transactions are not restricted to the private sector. The public sector will have much to gain by engaging in it as well. For countries with limited resources, technological base and expertise, the benefits of e-government structures in administration and democracy cannot be underestimated. To realise these benefits, countries within the region have to inaugurate viable legal frameworks for electronic
Because e-government cannot effectively operate without the corresponding supporting technological structures, it is also important that a discussion on the relationship between the various mechanisms is examined. The primary vehicles for the development of effective e-government structures are digital technology and the Internet. Internet technology provides the primary mechanism through which wide-spread electronic transactions can be conducted with relative push-button ease. The technology is particularly relevant to the situation of small island states of the South Pacific because of their remote geographical location, dispersed settlements and limited infrastructure. As will later be demonstrated, these constraints are not always necessarily disadvantages. Other secondary issues relate to policy initiative and the reluctance by civil servants to embrace the benefits and opportunities created by e-government procedures for effective public administration. As observed in the e-Government Newsletter of Singapore:

The Internet presents the possibility of re-engineering government services to better serve the public. However, no matter how sophisticated our e-services are, it would defeat the purpose of providing these services if a large segment of our population is unable to access them. All government offices where appropriate, should also provide facilities for public access to e-services.

Electronic transactions, including the setting up of e-government structures and the use of the Internet to facilitate transactions illustrate a marriage of convenience between law and technology. While the medium or vehicle through which such transactions are conducted is provided by technology, the rules for validating and enforcing the transactions are supplied by the law. In this area, it is impossible for the law to exist independent of the technology and vice versa. To this extent, a brief exposition of how the Internet works is useful in providing a rudimentary understanding of the operation of the system.

A. Internet Architecture

The Internet provides an open channel of electronic communication covering vast distances, using complex technology and equipment to transmit or exchange data, voice or video clips between multitudes of computers all connected in a global communications network system. In this regard, the Internet has appropriately been described as communications technology. Information sent from one computer to another via the Internet is transported through several servers at random by using the most efficient route until it finally reaches its intended destination. The information is at the point of despatch broken into “packets” during transit, but reassembled into its original form at the point of receipt. For the information to be transported through the network, a protocol must be used the most
important being the Transport Control Protocol (TCP). The Internet Protocol (IP) determines what server should receive the “packet of information” for onward transmission.

To access the Internet via any website, the user must indicate the correct Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to visit. To host a website would require the hosting agency to register a domain name. The use of this technological infrastructure means that at any given time, multiple copies of packets of information are temporarily copied by different servers in different locations worldwide. Of course, the physical location of each server depends on the routing. Emails are regulated by means of other application protocols, namely the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and the Post Office Protocol (POP).

In dealing with the technological aspects of the Internet as a vehicle for online transactions, the legal effects of the technology and operations involved need to be examined. Using with the Internet for purposes of online transactions would require the establishment of a domain name, especially from the point of view of the supplier of goods or services, whether in the public or private sector.

Generally speaking, the contents and ownership of the domain name may have nothing to do with the trademark protecting the domain name. The website and server hosting services are normally handled by an Internet Service Provider (IPS). Servers may crisscross different jurisdictions or transmit or exchange information passing through a number of converging or diverging legal systems. From a legal standpoint, the role of such intermediaries also needs to be taken into account. This is particularly so when the issue of client-server technology is brought into the picture. It is now possible for a user to obtain information indirectly from a third source- generally called re-user access. Because Internet communication is conducted through computers and equipment, user identification becomes a problem. This requires a two-fold solution- namely legal and technical.

Technologically speaking, domain is the Internet name and address. The website forming the domain name may contain information whether copyrighted or not and may also have on it trademarks. The domain name may in some cases be a registered trade mark itself. Where this information is accessed and downloaded by different users at different locations, issues of copyright infringement are likely be a source of legal concern.

As far as the informational contents of the domain are concerned, infringement of copyright or trade mark may be sustained if such written material enjoys copyright or trade-mark protection. While in normal situations exceptions to copyright may be justified, the position is not so settled in the case of Internet-based materials. There may also be the problem of determining the appropriate jurisdiction where the infringement took place and the proper law to apply. Where the domain name or address is non-country indicative, it is extremely difficult to determine the actual location of the
In addition, servers or hosts that help transmit accessed or downloaded information from websites may themselves have to make several temporary copies of the packets of information in the course of transmission from one end of the network to the other. Cache or mirroring processes may in this regard equally raise the potential for some legal concern. In this instance, it is possible for the intermediary Internet service provider to be liable as a publisher. But again, unlike in traditional written materials, the act of the IPS in making copies or publishing information is an unconscious one because of the automated processes involved- necessitated by the advent of digital technology. In view of the fact that servers are programmed to take decisions without direct human involvement, the best way in which to avoid liability is to publish disclaimers on web-pages.

Given these developments, it is obvious that the architecture of the Internet will impact on the way e-government structures are to be conceived, established and managed. This brings to fore some challenges which touch on the legality of electronic evidence, automated decision-making and the appropriate forum for settling disputes created by these technological complexities. These are practical realities which the region needs to address.

**DEFINITION OF E-GOVERNMENT**

As it is with any phrase, “e-government” can be amenable to different definitions, depending primarily on one’s perspective or viewpoint. In general however, this paper defines it as a process of public administration and the provision of government services through the use of information and communication technology. This definition is wide enough to cover the use of facilities provided by the Internet, intranet and extranet communication systems.

The general idea behind such a wide definition is to ensure that the resultant e-government structures are in a position to facilitate effective public administration within national or local government sectors.
A. Theoretical Issues

In discussing the legal aspects of the structures supporting e-government, a number of theoretical underpinnings become immediately apparent: firstly, because of the nature of digital technology as a facilitative medium;[34] and secondly, because of the legal effects of the decisions reached in relation to the nature of the supporting electronic structures. Without electronic systems, processes and decisions of governments are usually effected manually. However, the introduction of e-government will equally bring with it the need for decisions to be automated. Thus, the extent to which a merger of conventional and automated decision-making processes is to be established and in what specific areas of public administration are crucial to understanding the legal effects of e-government processes.[35] This also raises another issue— the legal effect of the interface between manual and automated decisions.

The introduction of e-government will also significantly impact on the normal working environment. The conventional working environment (which usually is defined by physical space and interactions) will now be replaced by either a virtual working environment or a combination of the two. The extent to which public sector employees are or can adequately be prepared for this transition also needs to be carefully examined. It is also obvious that because departments of governments are structurally different and perform different functions, the level of e-readiness might not be uniform across the various levels of staff and between departments. To that extent, interoperability or the interface of the different e-government systems within and outside the public sector creates additional legal and security dilemmas.[36]

The establishment of e-government needs to also focus on the difficulty of clearly delineating the boundaries between the legal effects of automated as against those of the conventional executive and judicial decisions. A crucial question to ask is - where should the responsibility for such decisions lie. On machine or human or on both? E-government structures help to facilitate meaningful civic dialogue and engagement between the public and government officials. This is healthy for effective governance and transparent administration. The need for this sort of engagement is no better needed than in island democracies with multiparty politics.[37]

TYPES OF E-GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES

In this paper, there are four basic structures which e-government in the Pacific could take. These are: Information Portals; Legal Services Portal; Judicial Services Portal; and e-Voting Portal. Of course, the circumstances in individual countries might dictate what is or can be added to these initial e-structures.
A. Information Portal

This is by far the commonest e-government structure available. The rapid development of information and communications technology has brought with it the need for faster and easily accessible information on government functions and institutions in primarily two areas:

(a) Ministries, departments and statutory boards are generally expected to provide their email addresses and to also host websites detailing their functions and responsibilities. These sites could also act as information hubs on a wide variety of government services by providing information on investment opportunities, tourism potentials, health, and environment, to mention a few.[38]

(b) Electronic filing of government documents, processing of online permits, electronic tax payments and the submission of online public employment applications, to mention a few, will minimise wasting time on long queues and in getting mired in bureaucratic red-tape.[39]

While the first portal is merely informational, the second is both informational and interactive allowing for valuable processes to be completed online, thus saving a lot of precious time. In general, portals cover the activities of the three arms of government, namely the executive, legislature and the judiciary.

B. Legal Services Portal

The provision of legal services to citizens should be distinguished from judicial functions performed by the courts. The emphasis here is on information, advice or materials that will improve access to justice. The recipient of such information, advice or materials will then be in a more informed position to process their rights. Three areas outline these e-government structures:

(a) Free-access online laws and regulations to help litigants who represent themselves in court or who may want to acquire a basic and rudimentary understanding of legal processes. This includes the provision of wider public access to legal materials and advice in form of online legal aid and assistance.[40]

(c) Electronic law reporting which covers statutes and judicial decisions made freely available to the general public. [41]

(c) Online legal opinions to support the provision of legal aid and community legal service which may be automated, interactive or manually operated but processed online.[42]
C. Judicial Services Portal

The role of the judiciary as a constitutional arm of the government and an independent and impartial arbiter of disputes forms the third organ of e-government. The role of the judiciary in upholding the rule of law, good governance and democracy cannot be over-emphasised be it in developed or developing countries. The importance of the role is more pronounced in island countries, which in addition to the demands of modernity are at the same time also expected to integrate and balance customary practices in their ways of life or even in some cases in the governance of their communities. For this reason, the role of e-government in relation to the judiciary is manifested in three main areas:

(a) Information and communication technology supporting systems for the recording of customary or formal court proceedings and filing of non-contentious court documents. [43]
(b) The development and use of laws of procedure which support the admission of electronic evidence in civil and customary law claims and as a basis for settling such disputes.
(c) The use of automated electronic judicial decisions without human interface- a future possibility? [44]

D. E-Voting Portal

Another important aspect of e-government is an e-voting system. The conventional and manual voting system has its strengths and will for some time to come continue to hold sway. However, attendant problems associated with vote rigging, falsification of election results and general apathy towards the conventional voting system may in the long run help popularise the electronic alternative. An e-voting system is also not without its problems, particularly when viewed in the context of some countries in the region. However, it is worth mentioning that these problems are by no means only confined to either the South Pacific or to developing countries.

In the context of Pacific island countries, issues relating to digital access and digital divide between urban and rural settlements, problems of security of electronic votes and counting procedures and the security of e-voting systems in terms of authenticating signature and identity need to be addressed first. [45] To establish the integrity of an e-voting system as an integral part of any e-government structure, it has been argued that it must in addition to all other safeguard and security measures also leave a paper trail. [46] The cost and operational implications of this requirement will be enormous for countries with limited national budgets.

COST AND BENEFIT OF E-GOVERNMENT

An understanding of what is to done to ensure that e-government is effective and meaningful to the lives of people also requires an analysis of the problems and prospects
of the system. It is against this background that the following points are discussed.

A. Cost of Software and Equipment

The cost of software and equipment is fundamental and is one that will severely impact on the progressive development of e-government in the region. At the moment except for a few countries, the vast majority have no specific national ICT policies in place. To that extent, the creation of a knowledge-based and computer literate society does not represent an immediate priority for such governments. This trend needs to be reversed: by prioritising information and communication technology; the development of supportive legal framework; and the granting of appropriate incentives to the private sector to support electronic transactions both at the public and private sector levels.[47]

B. Limited Bandwidth and Speed

While this is a problem, it is by no means confined only to Pacific island countries. Across the world, citizens generally suffer from this constraint which impedes the rapid download of data, voice or video transmissions. This also clogs the Internet highways and prolongs the time spent on accessing information on the Internet, thus negatively impacting on the availability of e-government services and products.

C. Access to Government Services

The establishment of appropriate e-government structures in the form of portals for online legal, judicial, corporate and voting services will go along way in improving the scope of access to government services. It will also speed up the utilisation of these services by the general public in view of the relative speed with which these can be processed. This is good not only for the economy but also helps in improving the quality of government services.

E-government structures have the capacity to improve the provision and delivery of government services. This will be a plus for democracy in that it can also promote good governance and transparency by linking public and private sectors online.[48] The opportunities offered by the Internet need to therefore be fully tapped by the public sector in the region. According to Toland and Purcell:

South Pacific governments can use the Internet to assist with public sector operations. For example, ICT can provide governments with an increased capacity to collect revenue from fishing, agriculture and tourism. An intranet can allow different government departments to share information without having to make it available to the general
D. Opening up Rural Communities

The establishment of e-government will foster development opportunities in rural communities. It has been asserted that this will also promote civic engagement between public government officials. This is especially necessary in remote and rural communities which are far-removed from the main municipal and administrative centres of national governments. E-government structures will assist in bringing government services closer to the people thereby leading to effective governance because of transparency, greater and freer flow of public information. According to Chowdary, ‘information and knowledge are what enable individuals to develop intellectually and economically.’ The dispersed nature of island communities makes them ideal candidates to greatly benefit from the potentials of information and communication technology.

E. Attendant Risks

Continuous dependence on computers and related equipment and software may lead to associated physical and health risks. Although there is at present no evidence of this epistemological trend in any island country, it is time to begin considering appropriate policies and laws that will guard against that. The extent to which this may present significant occupational health problems in the region, only time will tell. However, it is still doubtful whether existing health, safety and occupational laws in the region can effectively deal with this new threat.

F. Technical Issues

These generally relate to security, data integrity and privacy. These issues are very crucial not only to the development, but also to the operations of e-government structures in the region. Because decisions governing various aspects of peoples lives are automated, the source and authority of decisions made online must be easily identifiable. This will be addressed in four ways:

(i) Security

The use of technology to transact online has brought with it the problem of user-identification. This is particularly so because of the remote nature of the transaction, the physical distance separating the parties and the ability to make instantaneous changes to electronic documents with little or no trace of detection. The cost-factor associated
with putting in a place a reliable e-identification system will for some time to come make the technology suspect, at least from a legal point of view and particularly in the context of countries in the region. Perhaps a way forward for countries in the region is to set up a regional authentication agency which will integrate, optimise resources and save costs.

(ii) Signature Authentication

Flowing from the foregoing is also the problem of writing and authenticating digital signatures, which is equally very crucial to e-government operations. The use of private and public keys encoded in electronic documents to authenticate or validate electronic transactions is widely regarded as a means of safeguarding the integrity of online transactions and business deals. While encryption technology is also aiding the process of authenticating digital signatures, appropriate laws will however be needed to support the transition from conventional to electronic signature systems. At present, almost all countries in the region are behind and need to catch-up by promulgating suitable laws to deal with issues pertaining to digital signatures; privacy of online public records and computer crimes, to mention a few.

(iii) Data Integrity

There are other problems associated with creating and managing ‘round the clock’ electronic databases, whether for public or private sector use. A fundamental issue here relates to data integrity. It is of utmost importance for the database to be accurate and up-to-date because it helps to prevent fraud and unauthorised access or misuse. Because e-government structures aggregate and process enormous amount of data and do so from different sources, the integrity of electronic records must therefore be of utmost consideration in the establishment and management of reliable online government systems and services.

(iv) Certification Authority

It is difficult for a single country to establish and manage a national certification authority to process digital signatures as a means of validating automated public decisions. There are financial and technical issues associated with the storage of digital signatures and the protection of such databases from viral and other attacks. For a certification authority to be a reliable manager of digital signatures, it must eliminate the major risks for using these signatures between the sender and recipient. Countries in the region need to put in place coherent national policies and legal frameworks to address the establishment and management of national digital certification agencies. In the alternative, stakeholders may consider establishing a regional certification facility to serve this need.
CONCLUSION

The future development of online government structures and services needs to perhaps take into account the setting up of subsidised solar-powered public Internet Kiosks for accessing data and for general public use. These can strategically be located in both rural and urban areas to facilitate access to information on government functions and public resources. The prohibitive cost of Internet access in the region is certainly not conducive to the long-term development and provision of effective online government services. The level of enlightenment programmes on e-readiness is virtually nil in the region. The current curricula in schools need to be re-aligned to take into account the benefits as well the dangers of ICT. This campaign can also be instituted at different levels of the society and using a variety of media in order to prepare people to be part of new technologies. Sometimes unfounded resistance to new and emerging technology is likely to constitute the greatest obstacle to the future development of public online systems in the region more than any single factor.

The technology to be introduced must accord with each country’s level of development. The systems must also be such that can be serviced and maintained locally as much as it is practicably possible. The use of appropriate technology in the design and operation of e-government structures will count as an important pre-requisite for the success of these systems in South Pacific island countries, and generally in other developing countries. E-government is not and cannot be a complete replacement of the conventional system of public administration. It is to be seen more in the context of being a complementary approach to the existing government structures. This vision is to underline any national policy initiative which countries in the region are to adopt in pursuing their overall development strategies.

Lastly, the development and use of e-government structures is not without some practical challenges. However, the benefits for countries in the region will be far out-weigh the cost especially in this era of political and economic globalisation.
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